Two challenges in the theory and practice of cloud computing are: (1) smart control (allocation) of resources under exploration constraints, on time-varying systems, and (2) understanding and debugging of the performance of complex systems that involve e.g. virtualization. In this paper, we examine how these challenges can be approached using causal models. For challenge (1) we investigate how to infer and use causal models and selection diagrams to design and integrate experiments in a principled way, as well as to cope with partially varying systems. For challenge (2) we examine how to formalize performance attribution and debugging questions by counterfactual probabilities, and how to approximately answer them based on inferred (non-deterministic) graphical causal models.
Introduction
In recent years, the paradigm and business model of cloud computing [Armbrust et al., 2010] has become increasingly popular. It allows to rent computing resources on-demand, and to use them efficiently by sharing them in a smart way. However, it also raises new challenges in terms of understanding, debugging and managing the complex systems involved. In the present paper, we investigate how causal models [Pearl, 2000 , Spirtes et al., 2000 can help address two of these challenges. Note that we do not aim to present mature methodology here. We assay, for various aspects of cloud computing, how causal models can be applied to them, and draw inspiration from the kind of problems cloud computing brings about. We find that a number of concepts commonly used in the field of cloud computing directly map to concepts from the theory of causal models (in particular counterfactuals and selection diagrams), and explain these connections in our paper.
Our main contributions are conceptual rather than empirical:
• We translate the problem of inferring controllers for cloud servers from experimental and timevarying systems into causal models, and, based on this, present an approach for designing experiments and integrating their outcome as well as past experience of partially time-varying systems (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). • We translate observation-level performance attribution and debugging questions into queries for counterfactual probabilities defined in causal models (Section 5.1), and present a new approach to approximately answer them from a (non-deterministic) graphical causal model only (Section 5.2).
• Furthermore, we investigate how causal models for computer systems can be inferred in general (Sections 4.1 and 6).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce basic concepts; in Section 3 we formulate two problems from cloud computing and outline our approaches; in Sections 4 and 5 we elaborate our approach for the first and second problem, respectively; in Section 6, we briefly discuss some implementation aspects; in Section 7, we discuss related work; and we conclude the paper with Section 8.
Preliminaries
In what follows, we introduce concepts that are used throughout the paper in a succinct way. More detailed expositions of these concepts can be found in the references provided.
Causal models and interventions. We first define causal models on a mathematical level, following Pearl [2000] , Spirtes et al. [2000] . We consider variables with discrete as well as continuous domains, and by a (probability) density we either refer to a density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure, in the continuous case, or w.r.t. the counting measure, in the discrete case, respectively. If a formula that contains a sum over densities is not explicitly restricted to discrete variables, then usually the formula also holds with the sum replaced by the Lebesgue integral.
Let V be a set of variables. A functional causal model (FCM) , or structural equation model (SEM) , over V (we call the elements of V the (regular) variables of the model) consists of a background variable U X with density p UX for each X ∈ V , and a structural equation X := f X (PA X , U X ) for each X ∈ V , where PA X ⊂ V are called the parents of X. A graphical causal model (GCM), or causal Bayesian network (CBN) , over V consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G with V as node set, called causal diagram or causal DAG, and a conditional probability density p X|PAX =paX (for all pa X in the domain of PA X ) for each X ∈ V , where PA X are the parents of X in G.
1 Each FCM induces a GCM in a natural way: the parents in the structural equations define the parents in the causal diagram, and p X|PAX =paX is defined as the density of f X (pa X , U X ), for all variables X. By causal models we refer to FCMs as well as GCMs. Given a causal model M and a tuple of variables Z of M , the post-interventional causal model M do Z=z is defined as follows: (1) if M is a FCM, drop the structural equations for all variables in Z and replace, in all remaining structural equations, variables of Z by the corresponding constant entries of z; (2) if M is a GCM, drop the variables in Z and all incoming arrows from the causal diagram, and fix the value of variables in Z to the corresponding entry of z in all remaining conditional densities. Based on this, we define the post-interventional density of Y after setting Z to z, denoted by p Y |do Z=z , by the the density of Y in M do Z=z . For a succinct terminology, we will consider the observational density p Z , for any set of variables Z in M , as a special case of a post-interventional density. On a non-mathematical level, we consider M to be a correct causal model of some part of reality, if it correctly predicts the outcomes of interventions in that part of reality (clearly there are other reasonable definitions of causation). Note that we will use expressions like p(x|y) as shorthand for p X|Y (x|y).
Selection diagrams.
The idea behind selection diagrams [Bareinboim and Pearl, 2012] is to allow to graphically encode how the causal structure of two or more populations (or systems) relate to each other by expressing which mechanisms vary and which are invariant. Formally, a selection diagram is a DAG (with additional two-sided arrows to encode hidden confounders) which has two types of nodes: one for regular variables (the elements of V in the definition of causal models above) and one for so-called selection variables (we indicate the latter type of node by a rectangle). The selection diagram induced by a family M (s1,...,sn) (s1,...,sn)∈I of causal models over the same set of variables V and with the same causal diagram G is defined as follows (slightly adapting the definition to our needs): we start with the DAG G and for each variable X and for each i = 1, . . . , n, for which the generating mechanism of X depends on the parameter s i , we add a selection variable node S i and an arrow from that node to X to the selection diagram.
Structural counterfactuals. Let M be a FCM over a set V of variables, with a set U of background variables. Let E, X, Y be (sets of) variables in V . The structural counterfactual probability of Y being y, had X been x, given evidence E = e, can be defined [Pearl, 2000] 
(1)
Reinforcement learning and control. Reinforcement learning (RL) [Sutton and Barto, 1998 ] is concerned with designing automated agents which perform actions (or decisions) that optimize some given long-term reward or utility. It is usually assumed that the environment of the agent, also called the dynamics, is (partially) unknown and stochastic but timeinvariant. An agent whose actions only depend on a fixed (small) number of previous time steps is also called a policy or controller. In RL, one usually assumes the environment to be unknown, and so an agent first has to explore it, and later has to trade off exploration with exploitation of the gained experience (based on the time-invariance and additional assumption). In principle, given a perfect model of the environment, including utility function, the RL problem is reduced to finding an optimum w.r.t. the policy, of the utility under the model. In this paper, for simplic-ity, we often neglect inter-temporal dependences, and thus focus on what is usually referred to as contextual bandits [Langford and Zhang, 2008] .
Cloud computing. Traditionally, both businesses and individuals have used dedicated local computers, or computer networks, for storing, managing and processing data. However, this can be inefficient in several ways: the overhead of maintaining such an infrastructure is high, and one needs to buy enough computers to handle peak loads, while during normal times most will remain unutilised. Cloud computing significantly changes this, by allowing computing resources to be rented on demand. A company, the "cloud provider", is now responsible for running all the hardware, keeping it upgraded and sharing it amongst multiple clients. Such an infrastructure can be run in a highly efficient manner: tens or hundreds of virtual machines (VMs), i.e., emulations of computer systems, rented by different clients, run on a single physical server and share its resources such as central processing units (CPUs), memory and network. Note that by production, we will refer to the operation of the system that does actual work for clients and visitors and w.r.t. which contracts have to be met.
Two problems in cloud computing and outline of our approach
In this section we introduce the two problems we are addressing in this paper and outline our approaches, which we then elaborate in the two subsequent sections. Besides addressing the two specific problems described below, in this paper we also follow the more general side goals of (1) understanding how causal and probabilistic models and methods can help for computer systems problems, and (2) better understanding the concept of experimentation and causation. perimental system, separate from the system in production, is available, and we can execute applications and VMs there and transfer the experiences gained there to the system in production. The motivation for considering such a setup is the following: when exploration (in the sense of RL) is performed during production, then tentative decisions are exposed to the clients and visitors. Several papers have examined such a scenario, assuming that experiments are performed either in advance [Chiang et al., 2014 , Vasić et al., 2012 or in parallel [Zheng et al., 2009 ] to production. In the second scenario (described in more detail in Section 4.3), we assume that there is only a single system, the production system, but this system is time-varying, e.g. due to varying applications (or VMs) running on it. A version of such a setup has been considered and addressed e.g. in [Padala et al., 2009 ], using adaptive control methods. A common limitation of the mentioned approaches (to both scenarios) can be seen in the lack of a framework to treat things such as experimentation or knowledge transfer between different environments in a principled way, potentially leading to all sorts of prediction errors and subsequent suboptimal decisions. For instance, decisions about which properties to vary and to regress on during an experiment are made ad-hoc. The structure of the problem and our approach is summarized in Figure 1 .
Outline of our approach. Generally, we propose to use a selection diagram to encode the invariant causal diagram of the system in production as well as the varying mechanisms, and furthermore write down what information becomes available at which point.
The inference of such a diagrams is discussed in Section 4.1. Then, to address the first scenario described in the problem formulation above, we propose to use the selection diagram to design the experiment and integrate the outcome for the sake of decision making on the production system (Section 4, based on a "quintessential" scenario). For the second scenario, we suggest to use the information on invariant mechanisms encoded in the selection diagram to harness experience from an earlier stage of the production system, which we refer to as "initial setup", for a later one, "target setup" (Section 4.3, again based on a "quintessential" scenario). We argue that such a principled approach, compared to the ones mentioned above, is less prone to making errors, e.g. in the design and knowledge transfer from experiments, and allows to harness available information from "different" systems (Section 4.4).
Problem 2: observation-level performance attribution and debugging
Problem formulation. Performance attribution in computing systems means to understand which component of a system contributes to what extent to the measured performance. (Part of the problem is that there are currently no rigorous and general definitions of many concepts. We hope that with this paper we also contribute a bit to making definitions more rigorous, to the extent this is reasonable.) Such attribution often forms an important step for debugging the performance, i.e., modifying certain components of the system, to achieve the goal of improving the performance. In cloud computing, performance attribution and debugging is, due to the complexity of the system, non-trivial but crucial: for instance, in case of a poor performance of some application running in a VM on a cloud server, one wants to understand whether this problem has to be attributed to the configuration of the VM (which one could change directly) or the configuration of the server or other VMs on the server (in which case one may have to buy a more expensive cloud product) [Snee et al., 2015] . Note that we presently focus on attribution and debugging for individual observations. In previous approaches, the lack of an appropriate formal framework leads to difficulties w.r.t., for instance, encoding valuable prior knowledge of the system, or rigorously distinguishing between correlation and causation.
Outline of our approach. We first show how to translate performance attribution and debugging questions into queries for counterfactual distributions in causal models (Section 5.1). Although generally a FCM is necessary to answer such queries, we show that they can still approximately be answered based only on a GCM (Section 5.2). Last, we discuss how we propose to combine the above modules and discuss some advantages of our approach (Section 5.3).
Addressing problem 1: inferring controllers from experimental and time-varying systems
Keep in mind the problem formulation in Section 3.1. Here we elaborate the approach which we already outlined in that section, structuring it into "modules", which we then combine and discuss in Section 4.4.
Module 1A: inference of causal models and selection diagram
Clearly, as with all models, inference and application of causal models is a back-and-forth, trial-and-error process. Based on their definition (Section 2), an important ingredient to the inference of causal models are (randomized) interventions on variables and the subsequent observation of their outcome, to the extent such interventions are feasible.
3 Important additional input to causal model inference often comes from domain knowledge of experts [Pearl, 2009] . Additional insight can come from observational causal discovery methods [Spirtes et al., 2000 , Mooij et al., 2014 . Generally, as many sources as possible should be used, and potentially redundant information can always be very valuable to make the inference more robust. We briefly discuss some aspects of implementation of causal model inference on real system in Section 6.
Regarding selection diagrams, we first note that their mathematical definition (Section 2, based on [Bareinboim and Pearl, 2012] ) takes complete causal models of various domains as input. In practice however, it is rather the goal to "output" the complete (or relevant part of the) causal model of some "target domain", based on (1) the joint causal diagram of all domains, (2) knowledge about mechanisms in "source domains", and (3) knowledge on which mechanisms vary between target and various source domains. The role of the selection diagram is to allow to simultaneously encode (1) and (3). It seems that generally, for this method to work, a lot of expert knowledge and a good intuition for how to use causal modeling language are necessary.
We want to point out how the inference of causal models and selection diagrams can be facilitated for the case of computer systems, based on several appealing properties of this domain: First, many aspects of computer systems (hardware and software) are -by design -modular, i.e., separable into individually manipulable input-output mechanisms and the same (or similar) mechanisms occur in different systems. And modularity is a central assumption in causal models [Pearl, 2000] . Second, there is a potential source of information which is specific to computer systems: a lot of knowledge about non-causal associations, such as which program calls which other program during execution, is available, often times even in a well-formatted way (e.g. program code or system architecture specifications). Such information could be translated into hypotheses on causal association (or be used for measurement selection), in a (semi-)automatic way. Generally, keep in mind that the inference of a causal model for some system or component may be non-trivial; however, a good causal model, which only needs to be inferred once, can subsequently save a lot of exploration (in the sense of RL) for all instances of the system or component, and thus significantly lower the overall costs.
Module 1B: integration of experiments
Here we describe in more detail a quintessential version of the first scenario from the problem formulation (Section 3.1) and show how to address it.
A quintessential scenario. We consider the following scenario (which will be formalized by the selection diagram D in Figure 2 ). There is some target stage, where some cloud server, which we also refer to as "target platform", will run a specific VM Vm and some concurrent workload (e.g., concurrent VMs) Con. We call the target platform, together with specific Vm and Con, "target setup". 4 We assume that we have an experimental cloud server, which we refer to as "experimentation platform" (or "system identification" stage), equal but not identical to the target platform. The approach we will describe below is applicable to any type of resource, but for the sake of instructiveness we consider the specific resource CPU time, and denote by Cpu the fraction of that resource which is allocated for the execution of Vm at some fixed time point. The (subsequent) performance of Vm is measured by some variable Perf . We assume that we are given some utility function which depends on the distribution of Perf , among others.
Based on this, we formulate the overall goal of this scenario as follows: find a policy Π, which, based on some fixed input Feat, makes "optimal" allocation de- cisions w.r.t. Cpu, under the given utility function, in the target setup, by making use of the target setup as well as the experimentation platform in a smart way. Note that, ignoring the availability of the experimental platform, this could be seen as a contextual bandit problem. Below, we will focus on an important ingredient towards the overall goal, which we will simply refer to as "goal": predict (the distribution) of Perf from Feat, for all possible decision Cpu, in the target setup, by making use of the target setup as well as the experimentation platform in a smart way. The goal relates to the overall goal as follows: given we achieved the former, the latter is reduced to an optimization problem (in theory, obviously), as mentioned in Section 2.
We introduce the following additional variables: Oth denotes the "state" of the execution of the concurrent workload Con at some fixed time point, and In denotes some factor (different from Cpu) via which Perf of Vm is influenced by concurrent activities, such as the available bandwidth of some IO device, at a fixed time point. (One could also think of different scenarios where Oth is some observed or hidden confounder, such as time of the day or some class of users that interact with both the execution of Vm and the concurrent VMs.) Selection diagram and revelation structure. We assume that the target platform is correctly described by the selection diagram D depicted in Figure 2 .
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That is: there is a (unknown) family of causal models (M vm,con,π ) (vm,con,π)∈I =: F such that the target platform under the configuration Vm = vm, Con = con, Π = π is correctly described by M vm,con,π and D is the selection diagram induced by this family. We assume that the target setup under the policy Π = π to be described by M π := M v,c,π , with v, c denoting constants which are not known from the beginning.
By revelation structure we mean the information about which constants v, c, of M π = M v,c,π become revealed at which stage (note that we assume D to be known from the beginning). For the scenario at hand, we assume the following revelation structure: at the beginning of the experimental stage we get to know v, i.e., the Vm that will be executed in the target setup; the concurrent workload Con in the target setup, i.e. c, become visible only during the target stage. Now we can formally express the above mentioned goal as follows: infer p(perf |v, c, π) for all π in a smart way, using the experimental platform as well as the target setup.
Our approach. We assume the following as given: the selection diagram D (e.g. based on Section 4.1) and the revelation structure. Keep in mind that, based on the selection diagram D, we have
p(perf |in, cpu, v) p(cpu|feat, π) p(in, feat|c).
We now describe an approach for the quintessential scenario described above, which we believe can be generalized to other relevant scenarios as well: 
Module 1C: addressing time-varying systems
Here we address a quintessential version of the second scenario described in Section 3.1: one has some "initial setup" of a system and some different "target setup", and the goal is to harness information from the former for "optimal" control on the latter. Due to space constraints, here we only give a summary of our approach, while a more detailed version can be found in Section A. Again, we assume that the variation of the system is encoded by the selection diagram D (Figure 2 ) and this D is given (e.g. based on Section 4.1). The intuition is that the concurrent workload Con changes between these setups in an unpredictable way, while Vm is invariant. Let v be the invariant state of VM , and c be the state of Con in the target setup. Then, similarly as in Section 4.2, the idea is to infer p(perf |in, cpu, v) in the initial setup, then infer only p(in, feat|c) in the target setup, and based on this, calculate p(perf |v, c, π) based on equation (5).
Combination of modules and discussion
Combining the modules. One first has to infer a selection diagram based on Section 4.1. This then serves as input for Section 4.2, if one wants to design and integrate experiments; or as an input to Section 4.3, if one wants to integrate past experience of a time-varying system. In principle, for more complex structures, it is also possible to combine both.
Advantages of module 1B. First note that our approach in fact solves the problem of expensive or impossible exploration during production (mentioned as motivation for the first scenario in Section 3.1): the performance properties of the VM do not have to be explored during production. Second, without a principled and explicit modeling approach e.g. based on causal models, which provide terms such as "causal sufficiency" or "causes of a variable", it is neither clear how to design the experiment (i.e., what variables to randomly intervened upon), nor what to measure and regress on. Therefore previous approaches which are not based on causal models [Chiang et al., 2014 , Zheng et al., 2009 ] are prone to errors. For instance one may forget to vary In during the experiment, or forget to regress on it, which would lead to wrong predictions for the target setup: for instance a high concurrent workload Con slows down the performance of the VM, Perf , via In as well as Cpu, but if we do not vary and regress on In in the experiment, we will only predict that part of the slowdown that is produced via Cpu. Also regressing on children of Perf (w.r.t. D) can lead to wrong results. Note that this complies with previous research [Schölkopf et al., 2012] that suggests that predictions from causes to effects are better transferable than vice versa. Keep in mind that our approach is also applicable to scenarios where Con would stand for a hidden confounder with an unknown distribution parameter Oth. Generally, one could try to learn (in the sense of machine learning [Bishop, 2006] ) things such as how to perform and integrate the experiment, but one would always have to rely on prior assumptions.
Advantages of of module 1C.
The main advantage of our method, compared to e.g. [Padala et al., 2009] which is based on adaptive control, is that one can encode and harness prior knowledge about which mechanisms vary and which stay invariant. A general advantage of causal models seems to be that they allow to express and reason about why distributions change, and not only observe that they change. Note that there might be other reasonable approaches to the scenario described above, e.g. based on treating the evolution of Con as a stochastic process.
Remark.
Recall that approaches such as RL often rely on the assumption of invariant dynamics (Section 2). In principle, the one-step dynamics of a fixed "single" computer can in fact be seen as invariant (if one observes input, memory state, etc.). For instance, in the above scenario, p(perf |do (cpu), vm, con) as a function of all variables cpu, vm, con is invariant. Neglecting the difficulties this would bring along in terms of sampling and interpolation, one could in principle try to infer this invariant dynamics and then causal models would be superfluous. However, the long-term dynamics of a large-scale system, e.g. a complete data center, is rarely invariant (unless one would include time itself into the observation but this would make interpolation difficult), due to its interaction with varying components in the environment, e.g. the Internet, and changing hardware components. And usually cost functions depend on the long-term, large-scale dynamics. It seems that in contrast to usual RL, causal models are applicable to this continuum between "invariant" and "completely varying".
Addressing problem 2: observation-level performance attribution and debugging
Keep in mind the problem formulation in Section 3.2. Here we elaborate the approach which we already outlined in that section, structuring it into "modules" which we then combine and discuss in Section 5.3.
Module 2A: formalizing attribution and debugging statements
Here we examine how the concepts "performance attribution" 7 and "performance debugging" can be formalized based on causal modeling language. We deem both concepts closely related: attribution can be a crucial step towards debugging. Note that we do not claim that our proposed formalization is the only sensible one.
We assume the following form of a performance attribution statement: "Performance Y being y instead of y 0 can be attributed to X having value x instead of the base case x 0 ." We translate this into the following counterfactual statement: "Performance Y would have been y 0 if X had been x 0 given in fact we observed, among others, X = x, Y = y." This in turn we translate into the structural counterfactual probability p(Y do X=x0 = y 0 |x, y, f ), where F denotes some potential additional information about the situation in which the above statements are done. For a performance debugging statement we assume the following form: "It would improve performance Y from the current y to y ′ , if instead of its current state x, we would set X to x ′ ." Stated this way, it seems natural to translate this statement into the structural counterfactual probability p(Y do X=x ′ = y ′ |x, y, f ), where F is meant as above.
Generally, attribution statements do not have to have a counterfactual form (e.g., one can also attribute hypothetical performance), and also debugging statements may have different forms. However, here we focus on scenarios where one observes a specific performance of a system at a specific time point, and would like to understand the current situation and possibly improve it soon. Also, keep in mind that we assume a pragmatic interpretation of counterfactual statements: an idea of what would have happened in some past situation can also include predictions about what will happen in similar situations in the future.
Module 2B: approximate structural counterfactuals
Even though computing systems are "more deterministic" than many other systems, due to interactions with the environment and missing information, one usually can only infer a GCM, and not a FCM, of a computer system. Without an FCM though, counter-factual probabilities (equation (5.1)) are generally not uniquely determined, i.e., they cannot be derived from a GCM. Here we show that nonetheless counterfactual probabilities can be calculated approximately, and one can know, from only the GCM, how wrong the approximation is at most (on average).
Let M be a GCM over variable set V , and W ⊂ V its root nodes. We define the approximate structural counterfactual or approximate counterfactual, i.e., the approximate probability of Y being y, had X been x, given evidence E = e, relative to W as
Let D(· ·) denote the Kullback-Leibler divergence, and H(·|·) the conditional Shannon entropy [Cover and Thomas, 1991] . Now we bound the average deviation between the structural and the approximate counterfactual by H(E|W ), which is calculable from only the GCM M . In particular, we show that our approximation gets arbitrarily close to the structural counterfactual when H(E|W ) goes to 0. 
Proposition 1. Let M 0 be a FCM over a set of discrete variables V , that induces a GCM M , and let W ⊂ V denote the root nodes in M . For all (sets of) variables E, X, Y we have
D(p(Y do X=x |E) p W (Y do X=x |E)) ≤ H(E|W )(4
. M ).
To give some intuition about the approximate counterfactual and the proposition, we consider two special cases: If M is already a "FCM" in the sense that all its variables are completely determined by the root nodes, then we have H(E|W ) = 0, and thus, based on equation (7), both quantities coincide, which seems natural. If the evidence comprises the root nodes, W ⊂ E, then the approximation amounts to the simple conditional p(y|do (x), w) (where w is the part of e the corresponds to W ), similar as if we had evidence on all background variables in a FCM. We prove (using monotonicity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence) a generalization of Proposition 1 in Section B. Note that the idea of a counterfactual definition based on only the GCM has been mentioned in [Pearl, 2000, Section 7.2 .2], but not been further investigated. In principle, it seems, one could also apply a similar approach as in [Balke and Pearl, 1994] , i.e., considering all possible FCMs that explain given facts and then looking at their implications, to the problem of counterfactual inference from only a GCM. Note that, depending on the specific setting and the available information, there may be more suitable quantities as the approximate counterfactual to encode counterfactual-like probabilities.
Combination of modules and discussion
Combining the modules. To summarize, we propose the following approach, given a performance attribution or debugging question Q: [Ostrowski et al., 2011 , Snee et al., 2015 which do not use a rigorous and explicit modeling and reasoning framework such as causal models may be more prone to making errors, such as not distinguishing between correlation and causation, in certain cases. Furthermore, formalization can be an important step towards more automated treatment of attribution and debugging. Note that generally, if there is a known, invariant distribution over the root nodes of a causal model, then one can optimize the performance on the population level, similarly as suggested in Section 4. However, if one is uncertain about the distribution of root nodes, or this distribution are time-varying in an unpredictable way, but one still believes in the invariance of the other mechanisms, then the proposed observation-level attribution and debugging can be seen as a suitable tool, since the distributions on the root nodes are either updated or completely determined, by the observation.
Advantages. Previous approaches

Some implementation aspects
While the main focus of the paper is on the conceptual level, here we want to discuss two implementationrelated points: the general problem of measurements on a computer system, and an example of how the detailed structure and data of a real system looks like.
Notes on measurements.
Measurements of computer systems were discussed e.g. by Carata et al. [2014] , Snee et al. [2015] , and we build on this work for our example system below. Two additional points need to be mentioned: First, care needs to be taken that the measurement process itself does not signif- icantly incure the performance of the system. Second, the process of deciding which variables to measure and which not is difficult but central, in particular for sccessful debugging. In the theory of causal models [Pearl, 2000] , this process is usually completely ignored and it is simply assumed that a sensible set of variables is given. In the practice of computer systems, this process has been studied, but it has not been investigated how causal considerations can guide measurement selection (see Section 4.4).
Example: system, diagram and data. To illustrate the structure and data of a real system, we concisder a physical server with a Xen hypervisor [Barham et al., 2003 ]. We run a web server within one specific VM and measure its latency, Lat, (an important performance measure) upon requests, while also measuring the number of concurrent VMs running on the physical server, Con vm, workload within the VM, parallel to the web server, Local, and several other properties within the VM (Kso, Uso, Kc, Uc) as well as properties of the Xen hypervisor (variables in Figure 3 that contain an "x"). A preliminary causal diagram G E of the experimental system is depicted in Figure 3 . For illustration purposes, we pick one variable, Uxo ("cycles the VM is scheduled out while execution was in user mode"), and plot a sample of it against one of its parents, Xb ("number of times the target VM has been scheduled out by Xen due to a block") in Figure 4 . To show that, in principle, inference of these kind of mechanisms is possible, we also plot the posterior mean of a Gaussian process (GP), which was trained on a separate training set.
Related work
To our knowledge, this is the first work that uses causal models as introduced by Pearl [2000] , Spirtes et al. [2000] to address control and performance debugging problems in cloud computing, or in complex computer systems in general. Ostrowski et al. [2011] , Snee et al. [2015] study the problem of performance attribution and debugging of cloud systems, but without causal models, which, as briefly discussed in Section 5.3, can lead to errors. Baah et al. [2010] apply causal models for debugging of programs, but not of entire computer systems. Bottou et al. [2013] , Bareinboim et al. [2015] apply causal models to RL problems, as we do. However, their models are not applicable to the scenario considered in Section 4. For instance, they do not address the problem of designing, and transferring knowledge from a separate experimental (computer) system for shaping controllers. Previous work that does consider this problem [Chiang et al., 2014 , Zheng et al., 2009 , or the problem of time-dependence [Padala et al., 2009] , is not based on causal models and we explained in Section 4.4 why this can be problematic.
Conclusions
The present work translates several important problems from the field of cloud computing into causal inference terminology such as selection diagrams and counterfactuals. Based on this, we propose methods for inferring controllers from experimental and time-varying systems; and for observation-level performance attribution and debugging. Our work forms only a start of what we consider a fruitful direction, and leaves us with several open problems as well as suggestions for future work. It would be highly desirable to develop tests, based on causal and/or probabilistic methods, to check how accurate a model is, or whether and what kind of additional measurements should be taken. Moreover, due to strong intertemporal influences in real systems, temporal models should have the potential of being more accurate. This is a generalization of Proposition 1 since, whenever Z is a set of root nodes in M , the conditions (Y ⊥ ⊥ An(Z)|Z) M and X does not influence W := Z \ X are necessarily met.
Proof. Let U 1 be the set (tuple) of background variables that influence W and U 0 = U \ U 1 . Then 
where equation (11) is due to the fact that X neither influences U 0 nor W .
On the other hand, we have 
= u0,u1:p(u0,u1,e)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , u 1 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e)>0 p(y, w|do X = x, u 0 , u 1 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e) u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y, w|do X = x, u 0 , u 1 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
=
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , u 1 , w)p(w|do X = x, u 1 , u 0 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w|do X = x, u 1 , u 0 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w|u 1 , u 0 )p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w|u 0 , u 1 , e)p(u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e),p(u0,u1,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w, u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,u1,w:p(u0,u1,e,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w, u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,w:p(u0,e,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w) u1:p(u0,u1,e,w)>0 p(w, u 0 , u 1 |e)
= u0,w:p(u0,e,w)>0 p(y|do X = x, u 0 , w)p(w, u 0 |e) 
where equation (19) 
where inequality (29) follows from the monotonicity (which follows from the chain rule) of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [Cover and Thomas, 1991] together with equations (26) and (12), equation (33) is the chain rule for mutual information, and I(W : U 0 ) = 0 is due to U 0 not influencing W and Markovianity.
